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connnunit, 'events
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Dec. 8
9 a~m.
The Stotewide Advisory Councl11o the
Idoho Division of Vocotionol Rehobilitotion
will be conducting a public forum at the
Holiday Inn, 3300 VlsloAve. In Boise, unfil
noon; People with disabilities ond all inter·
ested individuals are invited to attend.

7 p.m.
Counselor Keith D. Potter will present
MSeif AcceptanceM cit the Ado County
CommunilV Ubrary, 10664 W. Victory in
Boise.

Dec. 10
·7105 p.m.
Bronco men's basketball
Pepperdlne at the Pavihon.

vs.

Dec. II
l·p.m.

The BSUVisual Arts League will hove a
Bronco women's bosketboll vs. Sonto
meefing In the Boyington Room at the SUB Cloraat the PlIVI1ion.
unfil8 p.m.

Dec. 13

Dec•.9

The BSU HomcullUreProgram will host
it's Holiday Open House at the program
faciliIV,1491 Oakland near the BSUtennis
bubbles. A free bow-tying workshop will be
tought by BSU students and faculty during
the open house. Runs unfil 6 p.m.

9 a.m.
BSUHomcullUrestudents willsell pol~
settias, centerpieces and wreoths unfil 2
p.m. on the second floor of the SlUdent
Union Building.

8130 a.m.
. MSolesStrategies That WorkMwUl be
presented by the Idoho Small Business
Development Center. BSU Farnsworth
Room In the SUB. Cost Is $34. eoll 3853875 for more Informafion.

Noon

Noon

11130 a.m.

Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship
Weekly Bible Study. Gipson Room at
Maggie's Cafe.

BSUAOPpresents the onnual Christmas
Audience Enrichment Brown Bog Lunch
on MThe NutcrackerM at Esther Simplot Luncheon and Auction. At the Lookout
Academy. Presented by Ballet ldoho. Free. Room in the SUBunfil1 :30 p.m.

ISU one of four schools nationwide to offer program
said Rudy Andersen, director of
tion and economics as well as ethlthe program.
cal and legal issues.
Staff Writer
Andersen said the approval is
"Many health care workers
. A master's of health policy prothe culmination of efforts that
tend to be highly focused in one
gram has been approved for the
began two years ago. As health
area," said Andersen. "This procare was becoming increasingly
gram will give, hopefully, a change
College of Health Science at asu.
involved in.political processes, the .... of perspective, This broadens that
The program is designedJor
health professionals who are·mter;
. hciaJthilcleiice (acuity began!O ~1s'."\(oQJs!SCl·th~yJ~.~t~tJJtiple~'"
CUSS how they could best help-stuaspeCtSof the environment.".
ested in becoming involved with.
dents adapt to this changing envi·
This semester there are 10 stupolicy decisions within .their work
ronment
dents
working within the MHP
fields.
The goal of the MHP program
program 'Classes are offered only
BSU is one of only four univeris to help the health care worker
in the evenings to accommodate
sities nationwide and the only one
look at the decision making .
the schedules of working students,
in the western region to offer an
process as health policy becomes
A description of admissions
MHP degree. The program increasmore
global,
more
consumer
orirequirements,
degree requirements
es the university's stature and visi·
ented
and
more
politically
orientand
course
offerings
is available
bility within the community.
from the College of Health
"We're developing a higher pos- ed. The interdisciplinary program
addresses concerns in administraScience.
ture, regionally as well as locally,"

'ATRICIA GREGOR

English Department-begins

new masters degree

CRNA

Scholarships
Consider becoming an Air Force CRNA
through the Armed Forces Health Professions
Scholarship Program. For more information,
contact an Air Force health professions
recruiter near you. Or call

1-800-423- USAF.
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INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
& STUDIES ABROAD

EXPLORE NEW
PROGRAMS IN:

a,

':Corporations such as Micron
and Hewlett-Packard are having to
Staff Writer
. hire people out of California to fill
their positions," said Markell "It's
The English Department has
all for the reason of trying to meet
added a new master's degree prothe needs of local students."
gram to its line of graduate studies.
The process of approval for a
The master's of technical comnew degree is long. Markell says
munication degree program is
he had to go through about 10 difheaded by Mike Markell, who
ferent boards arid committees,
began work in the English
each on a higher level. to get
Department in 1990 with the
authorization for the program.
charge of increasing the number
"The program went through
of programs in the arts.
substantially intact The changes
Markell says, "Technical comwere made in only minor phrasing
municators shape and transmit
of words," said Markell
technical information so that peoAlthough the degree in techniple can use it safely. effectively
cal communication is new, the
and efficiently."
classes are not.
The program was implemented
"We chose to create the courses
because of the need for highly
necessary for this master's degree
educated people to fill positions in
first, and then package them as an
the Treasure Valley. said Markell
actual discipline," said Markell

HEATH CARSON fUHf

This impacted Boise State with
two new full-time teaching vacancies, which had to be filled. The
cost of the program for the first
year is $2,000,said Markell. After
the initiative year. the cost is projected to drop to $1,500.
With a rather low program
cost, one might assume such a M.A.
degree is available almost anywhere. As Markell said, one would
be wrong in that assumption.
"There are no programs in
Idaho other than at BSU.Between
Seattle and Denver we are the
only program in that llne,"
The educational requirements
necessary for a technical communicator are writing, editing, use
of online software, page design
and layout. Ethics and oral communication classes are also
stressed.

Bilbao, Spain
Luneburg, Germany
Heredia, Cosla Rica
Bangkok, Thailand
FULL BSU SEMESTER
CREDIT AVAILABLE
FINANCIAL AID 8(
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
SUMMER, SEMESTER
OR YEAR-LONG STUDY
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 385·3652
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SERGIO MYERS

d'rtiansviews of conII1IIIng juvenileS. Mile Lueger, fOl111ll
diector of the New YorkSlale DMsion or Youth aOd later
ASBSU Senator
Incorcllll1ion is nol the answer for lwenile Dime. the head of the Federal Office of Juvenile DetJnquency
Prevention, 'stallS, "W1Ih the exCIPtion.of a relatively
I&ny of lllK no1ion's ~
are beiIg Wranghff iIcarcerated. In same cases incarcel1llion is being used 10 few youths. n is provably beller for aI CllfKIIIIed ~ yooog
teach children a lesson. Unfartooatelv. judges IaU to rea~ . delinquency were nol dellKled, appOOended or InsIiIIt
ile the psychaIagical a1f1Kl this type of pooishment can tionarlled. Toa many of them get worse in lIII care:
The U.S. Departmenl of Justice published same
have an our youth. According 10 Ihe Department of
Justice, thele are only IwO ways to desaibe the juvell1e ideas in prevenflng and reducing juvenile detmquency.
cOUllsystem in regards to incarceration; a myth and a The key points that must be addressed Ole: "Strengthen
famIDes, suppall cOle social instiIuIions;prornote pr8V8lI'
reaIi1y.
Mytb: 1be luvenlle court salvages wayward (hU· lion shalegies and progroms, interwne immediately and
nand prolects society by liming them away from effectively when delinquent beIXJVior occm, and idenlify
and conhol the smaH percenlage of serioUs, violent and
nes of a1me.
chronk juvelll1eoffenders: The Departmenl fOOher icJen.
Reality: the IUYIlIiIt court is a sham. II neither
rehabllilatlS delinquents nor delers alher yaulhs fifies twa principles involved in a proposed slTaIegy that
are: "(I) preventing youth from becornila c!e&nquenlby
from a1milal bebavlar.
According 10 Ih~ National Council of Crime and focusiIg prevention progroms on aIiisk yauth: and (2)
Delinquency, a vast majariIy 01 QUI youth held in local improving the Ftrie Iustice systllD reson Ia delinquent
offenders through a systllD of groduated sancIians and a
jails were allegedly "Jl8fSOIlS in need of supervisian:The
youths did nal pose a threalla society. In numbers continuum of Irealmenl and ohernaHves thallndude
cases, the children Ole generoly poor and under-educat- inmed'lOIe inlerwntion, inIenned'iaIe sanctions and COI1l'
ed. Because of this fact, many judaes prefer to ~i lllK munitylJased COllections.incorpolTlflng res1itutian and
yauth.
Rather !han usilg ather lI1OII comparable. less cfros.
lie aIternotives. Fact. jaHd juveniles ore Iocki1g the basic
necessi1aIes lor proper. physkd and menial health. The
federal, sIaIe lIId Ioca/ standards that are inpased an
these IaciIilies are not mel. For example, these ins1iIuIians lack sariImy canci1ioo. IIJIri1ian ood proper eXercise
!dies. 1hJrf jals en semely amrowded and 00ve
no medialladlties. Ove!aMng is dangerom and 00ulive; n Ieods to 1ISSldt, theft, rope and sadorny.1/sooIy
n the Mil aild yaoogtI irnaIes thaI are SIiljed to
sud! alIads.

According 10 Ph•.D. JlIIIIIS Gatbarino, a renowned
author of dill! deveIajxnent boob, "The experiellce of
being abused produces angll. II produces d'dfiajty in
reIatilg to the \l8OIlIe. These kilds of social skis and
aIMive feelings tend to lead a kid into III escaIaling pa!'ern of delinquenl behavior: He also slales Ihol,
"Prevenlfng abuse at horne wotid be a major slep in preWIlling deliJquency and lIlIOressive
0:
In cases where abuse is involved or nol, incorcerl!'
tion can be severely damaging. The process itsellin
whkh childrenare subjlKled 10 ~ searches, d'lSinfeclanl
is spayed on them and they Ole stripped 01 the personal
belongings can cause sevell psychological damages.
These children and reanze that they are no longer children of families, but in lact, inmates 01 a impersonal
world. Unfortunately some juveniles are jailed ond
detained nol for commnHng a crime but lor the convenience 01 thelamUies and schools 01 to reinforcethe hI!'

comrnt.lliIy seMee when appropriate:

The Iamiy is the most iT1JorIanI influence in these
IYes of children. II is mso the list line of defense against
aime lIId ~
deInquerKy. Progroms that
the family and IIlCOl.I1IQ8 hecithy growth lIId dewIopment of diIdren from _
ccn ~h adolescence
shedd be widely lII'lIiIable. Such progroms roost encaliage the rnoinIencm of a viable fcri( IriIood bonOOg
belw8en prnnI and chid. ~
shedd msa be pW;ided fa,r famies that en in a aisis. These propns shedd
involve otheI mojor ~
of i6Jence sud! as: reIgious
ins1iIulions schook and ~
org«ilaIians.
By•
~.
in a 1m eIIart the CQIIIlQiIy and
ns orgcrizalions wi hive a praloood i1'4JOd on plISBf#'
ila the fcri( lIId IRftI1Iing deInquenly.
0,. Theodore W. Lane and Psychologist Jonlce
Muroktrri sIQIe, "Bentl alIendorKe nits and propns
Ia keep kids inschool wi decrease the lMtiitv of Ie-

_then

gilimale opportunities: They further slale Ihal,
"Delinquency has been viewed as youth rmoo to experience 5of schooIlaill8 and frustroIians:
The juveliIe justice system can starI with inI8f'181l'
tion progroms integrated with local police, social services,
chid wellOle, school and lamiy counseGng. Other pr8V8lI'
Han programs include, head slart, boys and girls dubs,
scouting, reaeotionol octMties and yauIh calli! development. The priorities need to be established fOl intervention and building cornmunKy support of comprehensive
programs and services are a delintle slart 10 a needed
solution.
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."hal's going. on in your backyard?
DANSKINNEI
Staff Writer
Pulling Roots spends quite a bit of time detailing
the actions of the Forest Service. The Alliance for the
Wild Rockies, out of Missoula, Montana is on the
other side of the fence. They represent a memt>ership
of 7000 within che Northern Rockies.
Don Smith is the Idaho Field Representative working out of Boise. Pulling. Roots interviewed him to
allow AWR to speak for themselves.
Pulling Roots- What
are AWR's views on the
Forest Health plans being
pushed by both the Forest
Service and our Legislative representatives?
Don Smith- The Forest Service is promoting
'ecosystem' management that relies on logging as the
primary tool for forest 'restoration.' The Forest Service
has defined ecosystem as a model based on econom·
ics rather than Conservation Biology. This IS all more
of the same-get che cut out.
_
PR- Don't the fires of this season show a need
for a different strategy in our public forests?
0.5.- Even the Forest Service recognizes publicly
that these fires are beneficial to long term forest
health. The Forest Service has used fires as a scare tactic to mobilize public support for business as usual.
They want to build roads and thin forests under the
pretext of fire prevention to open roodless areas to
meet harvest quotas and commercial incencives.
Salvage logging of burned areas is driven by the
needs of the timber ·industry and is ecologically
destructive. Contrary to what che Foresc Service states,
disease and insect infestation are not at epidemic proporlions. Facts speak for themselves-anyway-disease
and insecCsare pare of the forest's nacural cycle of
ecological balance
P.R- How do you respond to the industry's claim
that environmental!sts are costing timber worker's
. their jobs? This is cereainly relevant on the Boise
National Forest where salvage sales are the majority
of the timber operations.
O.5.--The majority of the timber on those salvage
sales were shipped to mills in Oregon and, as it is, loss
of timber. jobs is due to automation. These timber

companies are transnational corporatiOns who have
absolutely no loyalty to this country, let alone the
communities in which they reside.
What they seek is the bottom line, whether that
means exponing mills to Third World Countries
where they tap cheap labor or exporting the logs to
places like Japan. .
.
The Foresc Service ought to be in the business of
supporting sustainable forestry practices that rely on
locally owned, small mill operators instead of concentrating capital in che hands of the transnationals.
P.R.- Litigation is constantly ·in the news. What
role do lawsuits represent for AWR?
0.5.- Lawsuits are
being filed because the
Forest Service is breaking the law. No violation of
laws, no litigation. Until then, the public must press
for the enforcement of our laws.
If I am expected to adhere to the laws of this land,
then why not the United States Forest Service?
P.R.- How much does AWR rely on litigation?
0.5.- To the excent necessary. For instance, the
Alliance has filed a lawsuit this week to restore fisheries to bring back the Bull Trout, which will go the
way of che salmon unless something is done.
Litigation is one tool in the tool box.
We are also sponsors of legislation [The Northern
Rockies Ecosystem Protection Act) thac will protect
road less areas in Idaho and Montana as well as parts
of Wyoming, Oregon and Washington. This legislation will be introduced in the new Congress and has
Republican support.
P.R.- What can people do to educate themselves
on the issues within the Northern Rockies?
0.5.- There are local groups which stay on top of
the issues. In Boise, there is the Idaho Sporting
Congress and the Northern Rockies Preservation
Project which work closely with AWR.
More than anything, People need to know what is
going on in cheir own backyard
Editors Note- The Alliance for the Wild Rockies is
sponsoring a showing of their movie Beyond Borders:
Wildlands of the Northern Rockies at the Flicks on
Dec. 13.at 500 p.rn. The showing is free and will be
followed by a wine and cheese reception.
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"Is.the .CoIege of Business
RedWCJddEn0.9? .
Not occording to 0 rocent report done for
MG405. SurveYs were given to upper division
College of Business students, as sell as COB
olumni. According to the student surveys on~.
half of the 100 surveyed were confident that
they hod the essentials in areas of the real
business world. Although students felt thot
they hod the essentials in the aroos of morketing ond accounting, they felt'very uncomfort·
oble about their leadership obilities, computer
skills end obility to monage people. These
should be key Oleos that 0 degree should
tooch, since these skills will end up being the
ones grpduotes will attempt to moke 0 liVing
on. The alumni felt much the some way, slllting thot the number anA thing employers ore
looking for now 0 days is experience. In
response to one question, over holf of the

olumnl stated thot they needed more computer skills and hod to learn management of peepie on their own outside of college ond lifter
groduation. Why is this and whot could be
done to make the COB more real world?
Three main OI00S were cited for improvement. First, is internships. Only between
20-30%
of COB graduotes partake in

_
IRtemshlps. Of those the alumni surveyed
. 40% got 0 monagementlob within the
"somecompany
they interned with.
Although this is 0 villlilink between book
knowledge end the reol world, it is not
emphasized. The survey results indicote
Internships should be port of the COB curriculum end should help the growth
process of the upper division COBstudent.
Second, is the lock of rool world trainIng. High schools hove long since integrot·
ed Junior Achievement and Future
Enterprisers of.Americo. Why hasn't BSU?
More competitive group work needs to be
done, as well cs possible involvement with the
community business owners. The COB hes
dabbled with doing a ',"Ie cansulloffon work
in the community, but this orea needs to be
explored further.
Finol~~the COBfocully does not have the
real world experience to give to students. Of
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the three deportments surveyed, between
4()-72% of sections lought ore lought by 0
faculty member with no reel world experience.
Focully should be here to meritor us, not to
simply crom us with thooretical information.
COBgroduates need to be exposed to realistic
situations and until the faculty selection ond '
promotion board realizes thiS, it will never
happen. FQculty should not be focused on
being published, they should be more concerned with taking sabbaticols to increose
their real world looming. Copies of this report
hove been sent to the ASBSU COB senator, '
Dean Rood, as well os the COB deportment
choirs. Please help us to change the COB to
more of 0 rool world learning experience.
Submitted by the LPC's of MG405
Jim Harper
Don Todd
Greg Eberhardt

I
I

$4.00 rea. $8.00
Inc!. Shampoo &~dltloner
valid thru Dec, 14
No Appointment NllC8SS8I}'

I
I
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TANNING COUPON

10 TANNING
SESIONSFOR

T-wo eSSential

$19.95
TANNING BOOTH
(New in Boise Salon)
Expires Dec. 14
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date:
A date and rhts,

Discrimination
Harassment
Disability
Accommodations
Sexual Harassment
Assault
Hostile Environment
Sexual Assault
Retaliation
For questions, assistance &
information about these
issues contact:

Dr.

Betty Hecker
Affirmative Action Office
Administration
Bldg, 215B
385-1979 or 385~3648
TrY 385"1436
'(i

Leave message

evenings and weekends ,
c."

'.

,

.J
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AssocIate Editor-News
There are more women than men
attendlng Boise State, and surely many of
them have goals to reach the tops of corporate ladders someday. But during their
lifetimes, and possibly their daughters' lifetimes as well, the glass ceiling will be a
major obstacle.

The glass ceiling-the point in the work
force beyond which women and minorities
cannot rise because subtle discrimination
limits their opportunities-is alive and well.
Optimists say they see
improvements and
believe that soon women
and minorities will
achieve equality with
white males in the work
force. But not much
progress has been made
since Moses decreed that
a man between ages 20
and 60 was worth 50 silver shekels and a
woman of the same age
was worth only 30 silver
shekels.
Still, not everyone
believes in the glass
ceiling.
In a 1992Business
Week article titled
"Corporate Women,"
Carleton Plorlna, a vice
president for AT&T, says,
"I have never felt that my
sex has been a disadvantage to me. There's a lot
of discussion that men
won't give adequate clout
or power to women
'Women share an equal burden for that No
one can expect to be handed power."
True, no one can expect to be handed
power. Hard-working women know that
But even the hardest-working women
sometimes are discriminated against
Those who cannot see the g1ass ceiling
have a false hope that women and minorities can rise above it' The a~thor of a 1991
Nation's Business article "Chipping Away at
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the Glass Ceiling" wrote that "women's
breakthroughs wiD come onanindustry-byindustry basis, occurring faster, fOf example,
in the..industrieswlterethere
is
a
'critical mass' of women at lower and
middle managemenLthose industries
where the customer base is driven by
women will move most quickly."
This Is naive. Maybe these are,'in fact,
the industries in which the progress of
women will move more quickly, but
only about as quickly asa snail
Women usually cannot move past
lower and middlemanagement,
Those interviewed in a Business
Week article titled "Corporate Women"
understand the real problem. "The
problem is not that women
. haven't advanced in the corporate ranks but that they
haven't advanced in proportion to their presence in the
work foree."
The relatively young
age of women in business
is supposedly another factor, according to the article
"Ten Years Later, the Glass
Ceiling Gleams," published in
Newsweek in 1990. Some argue that
the reason there are almost no women
executives is because "women have
been altendi~g graduate business schools
in great numbers only since the 1970s.
'Most of today's corporate leaders would
have gone to business school 30 years
ago, when very few women were business students," writes the author of
"Chipping Away at the Glass Ceiling."
This argument implies that in five years
or so; women will suddenly flow into the
executive sulteaThis is not realistic. Because
women represented 15 percent of all managers in 1968,you might expect 15 percent
of today's senior managers to be female.
Instead, they make up about 3 percent, even
though the percentage of women managers'
overall has grown to almost 41 percent,
writes Amanda Segal, author of an article
titled "Corporate Women," published in
Business Week in 1992
Truth is, nothing has changed significantly in the past 20 years.
In the early 1970s,99 percent of senior
management was male. Now, after 20 years
of "progress," 97 percent of senior management is male, writes Segal.
Big difference.
A survey of 698 top executives at the
1,000biggest companies found that women
represent 3 percent of top executives and .,'
minorities (Blacks, Hispanics and Asians)
represent slightly more that 1 percent,
according to "Ten Years Later, the Glass
Ceiling Gleams." Of the women who have
claimed the 3 percent of top executive jobs,
most have had a tough climb. Almost two
thirds of 400 top executive women said
they had been sexually harassed during
their climb up the ladder, according to
"Mixed Reflections of the Glass Ceiling."an
article published in U.s. News & World
Report in 1993. At the current rate of
progress, it will take 475 years before
women reach equality in executive suites,
writes Sega1.Perhaps this is because "true
equality can be achieved only if the differences between men and women are valued
equally; writes Amy Saltzman, author of
the 1991 U.s. News & World Report article
"Trouble at the Top."
To help foster appreciation for differ-

already
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ences between men and, women, some col!I"
panies have implemented diversity training
.,pro8ramS. But some of the women Saltzman
interviewed said that focusing on differ-
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ences will only reinforce stereotypes and
prevent women from gelling ahead.
Ellen Ober, a former-manufacturing manager, found herself blocked by a glass ceiling
built by men who were uncomfortable with
her feminine, open, nonconfrontational style
of management Says Ober: "I was essentially
told to either change my style or get out"
Despite years of rosy predictions that
women would quickly leap up the corporate ladder, their' presence in the executive
suite hasn't changed signiflcantlyIn a generation And female executive Salaries arc still'
below males', writes Segal.
Still,optimists interviewed by Segal say
that because the first generation of senior
management women have titles such as
executive vice president for human
resources and director of public relations,
the second generation will be chief financial
officers and, marketing vice presidents. They
think ihe number of qualified women will
soon be so great that ignoring them will not
only be discrimination but bad, bad business. It is bad business, and the numbers of
qualified women are great But their titles
are not going to change.
Women are beginning to achieve equal
representation in lower and middle ranks. Half
the entry-level management Is female, up 15
percent from 15years ago, according to Segal
The smart corporations will remove the
glass ceiling. If they don't, the women who
have worked at these companies will leave
and start their own businesses and compete
with them, according to "Chipping Away at
the Glass Ceiling."
It's happening.
The number of women who bucked the
system and started their own businesses
reached an all-time high in 1990-3.1 million-a
50 percent increase over 1980, Saltzman writes.
But many women have found that
although they've eliminated a glass ceiling
by owning their own business, they've
come up against something more firm: a
brick wall This wall comes between them
and start-up loans from banks and, contracts
from the federal government
Annetta Miller talked with some of these
women for her article "Now: The Brick
W~" which was published in Newsweek
in 1992.
"
"When Marilu Meyer, president of the $7
million-per-year Castle Construction Corp,
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first approached bankers about starting up
funding for her construction firm, they suggested she try a T~shirt shop ora stationery
store instead," Miller writes.
Adela Cepeda left her job at a Wall St~eet
investment firm when she realized her boss
would never make her a managing partner.
She determined to simply bestow the title
on herself by starting her own firm. But
"when she inquired about financing, bank
officials...suggested she look to her family
for money. Despite her firm's exemplary
track record, male clients seemed hesitant to
trust a woman with their investment decisions," writes Miller. In 1992, Cepeda's company had reached $40 million in assets.
Lynn Wilson, founder of an interiorarchitecture and interior-design firm with
revenues of $136 million for 1992, finds that
, although she is the boss, construction crews
and subcontractors don't respect her
because she's a woman, Miller writes.
Wilson says if she tells a painter that the
color looks a little off, 100 percent of the
time he'll turn around and say, "Hey, lady,
you can't tell me what to do."
Another case noted by Miller: women
own a third of the nation's businesses, but
are awarded only 1 percent of federal government contracts.
I don't think there's a question of
whether gender bias exists.
Still,some continue to disbelieve.
John Naisbit!, co-author of the book

received fewer job transfers. The women
Women and minorities are also often
did the same work, but their progress was
passed over for the high Visibility projects
less, as was their pay.
that could let them make their mark, writes
Even now, women do not receive equal
Susan Garland in "Throwing Stones at the
pay for equal work. It doesn't matter if a
Glass Ceiling."an article
woman is a lawyer, computer programmer,
published in Business
professor, salesperson, secretary, machinist or
Week in 1991.
waitress, she's going to make less than a man,
Labor Secretary Lynn
A lot less.
Martin'sglass ceiling study
"The pay gap between men and women
of nine Fortune 500 comis still yawning. Overall, women now earn
panies found that "bonusjust 72 cents for every dollar a man takes
es, perks and favorable
home," writes Saltzman.
performance reviews
But surely the women in the study can't
were most frequently
complain. After all, they were lucky to be
given to white men."
hired into management at all. Women
Misconceptions about
account for only 6.2 percent of 11,715 direcwhat women want also
tors at the biggest 500 service and 500 indushamper progress.
trial companies. Apparently, CEOs doubt
"Men in positions of authority often
that a significant number of women make
assumed that a woman who had children
the directorial grade. In a poll of 46 CEOs,48 wouldn't be interested in a high-profile
percent guessed the nationwide pool of
transfer or change of assignment because of
qualified women was fewer than 250,
the longer hours the job would require,"
according to the 1993 Business Week article
writes Saltzman
"The Glass Ceiling: A Barrier to the
Similarly, Saltzman says Emily-May
Boardroom, too."
Richards, who was the highest-ranking
Steven Kaye, author of "A New Interest
women at First National Bank of Atlanta,
in Cracking the Glass Ceiling: Women and
left the bank after being passed over twice
Minorities are Getting a Fairer Shake," pubfor promotions. Richards says that "male
Iished in 1992 in U.s. News & World Report,
management often assumes that any
says a problem for women and minorities is
woman in a senior position has already
that, when hiring. white males think the.
risen so far that she couldn't possibly want
best person for the job is someone just like
to go any higher."
hint Nearly half of the men in the work
These male managers assume that
Mega/rends 2000: Ten New Directions for
force believe women get a fair shot at prowomen who have children don't want to be
the 1990's, writes that "to be a leader in busimotions, but only 28 percent of working
promoted and that men apparently are
ness today, it is no longer an advantage to
women agree, writes Kaye.
more committed to their work than their
families. However, a recent study found that
have been socialized as a male."
A big impediment for women is that
But gender-related bias-a subtle, some"managers often think it is less risky to pro- , men's attitudes about work and family are
becoming increasingly more like the avertimes subconscious discomfort at seeing
mote a man into a job when only men have
women assume certain roles or behave in cer- held it before. The result is that women Ire- age woman's. The study, cited by Saltzman,
foun~tl1at
percenlofmaleel1lpl()y~
.'
talnways-still exJsts., .It blocks women' from ',.:,querllly 8.:t passed over w;hiJf!IJ1~,n.
no more
Said they
liller~iedln flexible ~~rk' .
promotion, favorable reviews and equal pay.
qualified, and sometimes less, are glvena
schedules that would allow them more famA study by professors at Loyola and
chance to grow into a job," Kaye writes.
ily time; just 37 percent said the same thing
Northwestern universities of the career
This makes it impossible for women and
five years earlier. Forty percent said they
progress of 1,000male and female midlevel
minorities to get the experience they need
would consider switching to another
managers found that women are dlscrlrnito qualify for topposltlons, The line of jobs
employer
that offered more job flexibillty,
nated against. The men and the women
they need to be plugged into include posiup from 25 percent in 1988."
were comparably educated, career-oriented
tions of responsibility for profit and loss.
But no matter how committed a man is
and performing similar.functions, But over
Today women might be in high-ranking
to
his
family, it isn't going to prevent him
five years the salaries of the women lagged
positions but Kaye says they have "no direct
from
getting
promoted.
11 percent behind the men's and the women
responsibility for profit or loss."
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"Best Prices "i:nthe Area"
Homemade tee cream
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. It's 10PM. You've crammed for finals
all week. Took two today. And
now you've got to pack an entire
semester's worth of Philosophy into
one take-home exam,·in one night.
But how do you stay awake when
you're totally wiped? Revive
with Vivarin. Safe as coffee,
Vivarin helps keep you awake
and mentally alert for hours .
.So when you have pen in
hand, but sleep on the brain,
make it a Vivarin night!
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Sreemin' Fez provides opportunity for local bands
to keep things.

JON WROTEN

"That's the way it would

Slaff

Writer

best for us to operate
the number

A hobby
ambition

has turned

biggest source
'and

that waywe're

and a childhood

be

is to keep

of people small, so
not trying to pro-

mote 50 bands," said Dunnigan.

into Boise's

for bands to record

. This allows the studio to put.
more time into the groups

release albums.

they do

do choose, we11 support them and it

for $500. A lot of it depends

.will be important to us that we sec

artist. Some artists just need more

on the

success for them Not only for us,

time to get their vision in. And the

said Balk.
"I personally

but for them too," said Balk,

more time you spend, the more

point where

money it is,"s,1id Dunnigan.

question

It also allows them to keep
costs down, but that changes
depending

on who is recording.

The time and cost of an album

In the future, Balk said
their artists out more, both in

bands that we want to work with,
to fund all of

those artists," said Balk.
The label also wants to stay in
line with technology in the future,
maybe even ahead of it.
'" really ~ant to starr making
our leases available on the inter-

of

net There's

nobody

else doing it, I

want to be the first label that's
going to have stuff available

ed for myself, the ability to sell

the internet

having to deal with

explodes,

a major label. All the shit that goes
with it. If there's a problem

to be two or three

we have the money

label.
"I wanted the same thing I want-

records without

to do a project. If

there happens

who

control

a major

money

Screernin' Fez would like to help

performs with three local bands,
wanted to give artists a chance to
make music without having to
deal with the complete

want to get to the

we don't have to

if there is going to be

enough

Scrcernin' 'Fez Records, was
started as a hobby by Todd
Dunnigan in 1988. Dunnigan,

or some other place to record,"

on

so when this thing

we'll be ahead of the

game," said Dunnigan.

with

Both Dunnigan

the label, you don't have to try and

they would

call and go through

port for local music from are-a

the secretary

.,

and Balk said

like to sec more sup-

and bullshit with her, you can just

radio stations. But they said local

come on by," said Dunnigan.

alternative

The company,

which

at 4227 W. Emerald

is located

in Boise, actu-

ner Annelicssa

when

even a few years ago.

part-

"It's a hell of a sight better than

Balk came on

it was even two years ago. Two

board late last spring. For Balk, it

years ago, we couldn't

fulfilled a dream she has had since

anything

she was 12:years-old-to

would

engineer

be an

in a record studio.
that people

as far as being involved
music industry.

have gotten

on the air at all. We
have had to find some

other way to get our stuff out

"It's real exciting and rewarding. It's everything

by Pirate

more doors then were possible

ally started gelling really serious
about this opportunity

music shows

Radio and Magic 93 have opened

there," said Dunnigan.
But for now, the two are look-

say

ing forward

in the

to the release of their

latest project, an album

It's not always

by el

exciting or fun or neat, sometimes

dopamine.

A release party is

it's a real pain in the ass. But the

scheduled

to be held at Neurolux

potential

on Dec. 17. The project is only one

for the excitement

is

there and I think that's what's neat

that has them celebrating

about it," said Balk.

sent, while keeping

The label has worked

such Boise bands as Dirtboy, the
Dirt Fishermen,
Graveltruck.

Happenstance

However,

said they would

and

Dunnigan

prefer to keep

their roster of bands relatively
small. They currently

being able to make their albums

on the future.
"When you're

and CUlling travel time,

level, every

with

have only

two bands on contract, Trans
Atlantic Crush and El Dopamine,
which is the way they would like

choose to work with, something

varies between

that they said is essential to run-

dios to the three months

ning a successful

label.

"I would like to see any band

years at some stu-

them to put together

it took

the compila-

tion of Boise bands, Rotating

the pre-

a watchful

working

at this

lillie thing is a victory.

"We want to localize it as much

When Trans Atlantic Crush were

as possible here so that if the band

on the top nine at nine, we were

is interested

all dancing

in recording

and they

around

here. That's our

want to have a CD or a cassette,

little baby, our brain child and

album We're not going to just fund

Tongues.
"There's so many factors that go

they can just do it here. They, don't

people

any band, we will be selective about

into that, I've done great albums for
$5,000 and I've done great albums

Dunnigan.

bands we. work with. Whoever we

have to go to Seattle, San Franciseo

that we work with get a platinum

eye

were taking to it," said
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~__,.------• Dickens' A Chrlslmas Coral In thl
~
Center 01 8SU. Presented by
the Idaho ShokespeotB Fesllvol. 3369221. B p.m. $10 to $20. Tickels
ovoiloble through SeIe<t-o-Seot. .

& Bonel. 4S07 Ernerokl. 336-4266.

8 p.m. Ie midnight. No covor. Ages
21 000 over.
• The Ptonkslell 01 Tom Glai1ey's. 6th
000 Mail. 345-2505. 9:30 p.m. 53
cover. Ages 21 and over.
• Multi media art exhibition by BSU
SBfliOIS on dispby il both Ihe lkiYeIsi1y
Gole!y d Art, UlenJI Ar1s BtiIiQ ond
in Golle/'f II, Campus School at BSU.
ToOOi~ Ihe kist 00y. 3B5-1230.
• Both SiIes Now poinlilgs, phologrophs
& drowi1gs by Gonlon Scholer on display illhe Studenl Union Gole!y in Ihe
BSU SUB through Doc. 23.
• Imperiol Russian PO/celoin exhibit on
display at the Boise Arl Museum
through Jonuo/'f 29. 670 S. JuliO
Davis Dr. 345-B330. 10 a.m. 10 5
p.m. weekdays, noon 10 5 p_m.
wBBkends. $3 general, $2 seniors
and college sludenls, $ 1 grades 1
through 12, under six hOB.
• Medicine's Groot JOImlY photographic exhibit 01 the Idaho Historical
Museum through Dec. 27. 610 Julio
Davis Dr. 344-2120. Exhibit marks
St. Alphonsus Regional Medical
Cenler's 100th year. 9 a.m. 10 5
p.m. WBBkdoysand Soluldays. 1 p.m.
10 5 p.m. Sundays. Adm~sion charge
~ by donation.
• Dickens' A Chrislmos Carol In the
Mo"~ Center at BSU. Presented by
Ihe ldoho Shakespeare Feslivol. 336·
9221. 8 p.m. $10 to $20. Tickels
available through Selecl-o-Sool.
• Sleeping Beauty puppet show wilh
music by Tt'hoikovsky 01 Ihe Boise
Public Library. Presented by Boise
Opera Puppeleers. 715 S. Copilol.
3B4·4200.
7 p.m. No charge.
Children ages 3 and up, accompanied
by their paJenK
• Davis Jones and Ell at Dioo's. 4802
Emerald. 345·2295. 9 p.m. Prize
Drawing Nlghl. SI cover. Ages 21
and over.
• The Rocel Johnson Bond 01 Honnoh's.
621 Main. 345-7557. 9:30 p.m.
ladies' N"ht. $2 cover for men. Ages
21 and over.
• OVBl 40's dance wilh live music at
Ihe Mardi Gras. 615 S. 9th. 3425553. 8 p.m. 10 midnight. $3.50
covel. Ages 21 and OVel.
• Touge and Faulkner 01 !hi Lock Slock

....
~~

• Special Occasions a comic drama
ploy 01 the Stage Coach Theatre.
2000 KootenaI. For resel'/Ollons col
342·2000. 8: 15 p.m. $6 general.
$5 sludenls and seniors. Molure
audiences only.
.

• Deep Down Trauma Hounds 01
Grolney's Basement. 107 S. 6th.
345-29S5. Doors a~ 01 8:30 p.m.
$3 COYBI.Ages 21 000 OYBI.

• DavIs Jones and Ell 01 Dina's through
Dec. 10. 4802 Ernerokl. 345-2295.
9 p.m. 53 cover. Ages 21 ond OVII.

• Glllll Piccela & Heavy Juice at Ihe BkJes
ilolKluet.l01O Moil 345-6605. 9:20
pm, 53 COVOI.Ages 21 onl OYBI.

• The Rocci Johnson Bond at Honnah's
dIooJt Doc. 10.621 MOO. 345-7S57.
9:30 p.rn. 53 COWl. Ages 21 ond 0YllI.

• Lers Go Bowling, Style MonkeyS and
Kid ConIlNOY01 Ihe NeurokJx. 111 N.
11th. 3~3-o886. 9 p.m. $3 cover.
Ages 21 and over.

• The PndsIBrs 01Tom Groi1ey's dIooJt
Dec. 10. 6th and Main. 345·2505.
9:30 pm. 53 COWl. Ages 21 ond 0YllI.

l·i ~fd"'~";,...,'
j
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• Graduale recifol feolurlng Jlan lhu,
Morrison Center Recital Han at BSU. 6
p.m. No (holge. 3B5-3980.
• B5U's University Singers Concert In
the Capilol Rolundo. Holidoy I1lJIic by
a vorletv of ensembles including
Borah's All Novo Women's Ensemble.
385·3980. 7:30 p.m. No chorge.

• Spawn, Sluntmon and Booollower 01
Ihe NelIob. 111 N. 11th. 343-Q686.
9 p.m. 53 COYlll.Ages 21 ond over.
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• Troosure Volley Singles dance with
live I1lJIic at the Mooli Gros. 615 S.
9th. 342·5553. B p.m. to mldniiht.
$4 cover. Ages 21 and OYBI.

• The Instinctuals 01 Ihe Flying M
E\lXIIIO. 5th ond Moil. 345-4320. 6
p.m. to 10:30 p.m. No COYBI.AI ages.

• Bois Howdy at Tom Groiney's. 6th
and Main. 345-2505. 9:30 p.m. $2
cover. Ages 21 and oYer.

• The Rhylhm Mob 01 Ihe Blues
Bouquet Ihrough Dec. 10. 1010
Main. 34S-6605. 9:20 p.m. $2
(over. Ages 21 and over.

• Deep Down TIlUOO IbnIs at Ihe BkJes

~~~Ult~l_

~l(o
5 p.m. 3852S05. No admission chorge.

• The PronkslBII at Tom Grolooy's. 6tb
and Moin, 345·250S. 9:30 p.m. $3
COYBI.Ages 21 and over.
• PilOte Rodio Concert Series feoluling
Cripple Biscuil 01 Mounloin Billiords.
15th and GlOve. 342-9974. 9 p.m.
$2 COYBI.AI ages.
• Subterranean Pop N"ht fooluring Kid
Corduroy and Kuhzar 5uede at
Grolney's Basement. 107 6th. 3452955. Doors apea 01 8:30 p.m. $1
COYBI.Ages 21 and OYBI.

• Messioh presenled by Boise Mosler
Chorale and Boise Philharmonic,
MOII~ Center 01 BSU. 10.0.m. and
8: 15 p.m. $8-$1 S geoolOl. $6$ 13 seniors and sludenls, 344-7849.

• F~I John and Ihe T1vBB5hms of Dutth
Goose Bar & Grill. 3515 W. Slole.
342-B887. 9 p.m. $3 COYBI.Ages 21
and OYBIafter 9 p.m.
• Hoochie Caochle Men at the Blues
Bouquet. 1010 Main. 345-660S.
9:20 p.m. $1 weI drinks. No COYBI.
Ages 21 and over.
• D. J. Timothy Tim at the Neurolux.
111 N. 11th. 343-0886. 9 p.m. No
cover. Ages 21 and over.

• Senior rocitol feolurlng percussionist
Api Brobst, ~
Center Recital HoIl
at BSU. 4 p.m. No charge. 385-3980.
• BSU Percussion Ensemble, Mallison
Ceoter, Room B125 01 BSU. B p.m.
385-3980.

• Attilude dance concert, Speciol Evonls
CenIer at BSU_PresenlOOby BSUtheatre
011s depcJtmert. 8 p.m. 385-3980.

•. Attilude dance concert, SpoOOI Evonls
CenIer at BSU. I'1Bsented I7i BSU T1mlnl
Ar1s 1leixJ1nM. B p.rn. 3B5-3'l80.

• Special Occasions a comic drama
ploy at tne Sloge Coach Thea Ire.

:i;l~~
PROFESSIONALS.

\1

Plan a future that soars. Take
your science-related degree into
the AIr Force, and become an officer
in the Biomedical Sciences Corps. You'll
learn more, you'll gfO\V faster- you'll work with
other dedicated professionals in a quality environment where your contributions are needed.
In short, you'll gain more of everything that
matters most to you. You and the Air Force.
Launch now.
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Call USAF Health Professions
Toll Free
1-800-423-USAF
••

• Randy Bothmon at Bagie's. G100lesl
hils from Bochmon Turner Overdrive
and The GuesS Who. 1124 Front.
342·9663. Doors open at 8 p.m.
$ lOin odvonce through SeleckJ-Seot.
$12 at the door. Ages 21 and over.

• Deep Down Trauma Hounds 01
Groiney's Basement through Doc. 1D.
107 S. 6th. 345-2955. Doors open at
8:30 p.rn. 53 ClMll. Ages 21 ond 0YllI.

_tutol

• Book Discussion: Edith Whorton's
Ethan homo 01 tho Boise Public
Ubrory. 715 S. Copilol. 384·4076. 7
p.m. 10 8:30 p.m.
.

• The Rocci Johnson Bond 01 Hannoh's.
3.621 Moln. 345-7557. 9:30 p.m.
No covor. Ages 21 and over.

• Andrew Yost 01 the Flying M Espresw.
5th ond Main. 345-4320. B p.m. to
10:30 p.m. No cover. AI ages.

ilolKluet. 1010 Moil. 345-6605. 9:20
p.rn. $1 COWl. Ages 21 ondCMll.

• Nulmeg, Kuhzor Suede and EI
Dopamine 01 Ihe Neurolux. 111 N.
11th. 343-0886. 9 p.m. $3 cover ..
Ages 21 and 0Ye1.

• Dickens' A Christmas Coral In the
MOllison Cenler 01 BSU. Presenled by
the Idaho Shakespeare Feslivol. 3369221. 8 p.m. $ 10 10 $20. Mels
ovoiloble through Seloct-o-Soot.

• Davis Jones and Ell 01 Dioo's. 4802
Emerald. 34S·2295. 9 p.m. Men's
Ni;Jh1and Suoo Wr.
with $1 CCMll
for women. 53 CCMll.Ages 21 ond CMlI.

2000 KoolBnol. FOI reservollons coD
342·2000. 8: 15 p.m. $6 general.
$S slUdents and seniors. Malure
oudiencBS only.

l~

play
t ~~:MwJ1
Jon.
B330.
. to S p.m. WBBkdays,
noon to 5 p.m. wookends. 53 gener.
ai, $2 seniors and college sludenls,
$1 grades 1 to 12, under six hoe.

• Special Occasions a comic drama
ploy 01 Ihe Stage Coach Theatre.
2000 Kootenai. For reservoNons call
342'2000.8:15
p.m. $6 genelol.
$5 sludenls and seniors. Mature
audiences only.
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• Bingo with Bingo Bob at Ihe Neurolux.
111 N. 11th. 343-0886: 10 p.m. 10
midnight. No COYer.Ages 21 and OYer.

tvesn

:~m
i·~~(or one can of
food). $3 general (or lhlBB cons of
food). Tkkels avolloble oi the door.
Food to be dono led to the Idaho
Foodbonk WOlehouse. Allages.

• The Urtd1 at !brd1's. 6211>Un. 3457S57. 9:30 p.m. Ages 21 ond 0YllI.
• Fal John and the TluOB Slims at Tom
Gmlney's. 6th and Main. 345-2505.
9:30 p.m. No COYlll.Ages21 ond CMlI.
• Open mike with Doug 01 Ihe
NeufOlux. 11\ N. 11th. 343-0886.9
p.m. No cover. Ages 21 and oYer.
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Glow lights up northern Idaho
are some trippy noise, guitar and otherwise, towards

JASONSIMRS
with a sob story

about 'why I can't tell you about any records

OIRIS STRATTON

recording. Clean, but not too clean.
"Lottery" is the culmination

of Jeff's superb, emo-

because of some insanity that involves me taking

tional vocal work on the tape's first side and proba-

my broken record player to Radio Shack (yep, I paid

bly contains the best guitar performances on the

extra for the warranty)

tape. The layers are thick and the glow is warm,

and them sending it off to

in some strange land where record play-

ers are still in production.

Good news! We're pretty

around here, so l'll let the true spirit of

my column transcend
and definition.

silly limitations of equipment

Okay, call this version of the "vinyl

Brian's drumming

is a big part of the glow; he

doesn't go overboard

Side two opens with the brooding "Just Like
Scott." Dan borrows some emotion and lyrics from
Raspberry's

have been on vinyl,"

their own emotional

Our focus today is on GLOW, a fine band. from
that smelly northern

town Lewiston. Their 5-song cas-

with the pounding, but he can

get it going when the music calls for it.

solution" the "cassette solution" or "songs that should

"Pokeyfor

the chorus, but Glow follow
vein as the song rolls on. Sonic

hughness.
"Cugah" is the big triumphant

ending I hoped for:

seue (Feed Records, TlfJ 16th Ave. #31, Lewiston, 10.

There is a balance between

83500 has succeeded

noise; they have achieved the perfect glow. The

in making this listener a lillie

homesick for upper Idaho. Lewiston is about as boring as anywhere

else, but the community

supports a

healthy, though small, local music scene. The members of Glow have been integral parts of many
important

sound for Pearl Jam

with the garage band studio budget that paid for this

I could replace my column

adaptable

Wtalogyexhibits a new

the end Producer John Salvo and Glow did a fine job

Sloff Wriler

be repaired

11

Lewiston/Clarkston

bands of the last few

years (Shamus, Shack Nasty, Purr, Sugar Daddies, etc)
"Push Thru" does just that with a wall of noise
that is slow, but heavy. The glow is created by gultarists Gene and Dan and bassist Jeff. The layers and
layers of guitar/bass

remind me of Built 10 Spill at

times and Smashing Pumpkins

at others. Glow's

meshing of pop and punk is as pure as
Superchunk's earlier stuff.
TI,e glow gets a little more inlcnse with "Bill
Clinton." This song has got the drive behind it There

the beauty and the

voices of Dan and Jeff are right in there with the
guitars, some of which lowing and droning while
others are high and piercing.
Glow opened for Built to Spill at the Crazy
Horse last month and, let me tell you, they had the
full deal going live, too. the sad news is that Jeff
and Glow have parted ways. Jeff's bass playing,
singing and writing were an essential part of Glow
so it will be interesting to see how they adapt in his
absence. Equally interesting

will be Jeff's next musi-

cal venture, which will no doubt be as good as all
those he has left behind.
Thumbs-up for this little cassette that brightened
my cage-Iikc dorm room existence and made me
forget Ihat my record player is broken.

This· Week's Featured

Bestsellers 3 % Off

~.

SloffWriler
He's stonding there in 0 "Rock for
Choice" T-shirt with thousonds of screoming
fons hinging on his evel'( word, olmosl os if
he wos their sovior-ond he hotes it.
The Artonto concert is pocked to the brim
with teenogers idolizing the chormingly irresistible Vedder, ond the group hos just blozed
through MSoton's Bed" when the long-hoired
singer delivers 0 messoge of discontent thot
he's felt since the doy Ten took the entire
music indusll'( without waming.
"When you're put in 0 positlon when people soy, 'You're 0 role model now so tell
everybody who! to do, and don't be wrong:
Irs like, 'Fuck tho!!,M
His onger hos grown steodily since his
group, Pearl Jom; released their debut olbum,
Ten ond it went six fmes plotlnum in the ll.S,
olone. The group ottempted 10 confront their
moinslTeom escolotlon by releosing the vel'(
tronsitlonol Vs. lote in 1993. It stlll sold over
five million copies, though.
It's now 1994, just borely over 0 yeor
since their lost olbum wos issued, ond Peorl
Jom hns releosed their most artistic ond
importont olbum yet. It's entitled Vitology
ond entoils the medico I docu"!~ntory of the
"study of life:
Ihe olbum contoins 14 songs which present on entirely new sound lor the group.
The instrument ploying is extremely fresh
nnd fills the olbum with the sounds of 0
first-toke demo which contrasts their riff-per-

fecled previous olbums. Vitology presents 0
promising olbum full of new ideos ond yet it
is still vel'( tronsitlonol, olmost 0 springboord
for things to come.
In the eorly moments of the album, the
group delivers 0 tribute to vinyl with MSpinthe
Block Circle," which throshes horder thon anything they've done before-olmost punHke.
Peorl Jom, olong with 0 few other Seottle
bonds, ore otlemptlng to stort 0 MVin~revoll/"
tlon" by not even releosing their new olbum
on CO or cossetle untll yesterdoy, Dec. 6. It
wos ovoiloble two weeks ogo on vin~.
The olbum continues with on onti-youth
corruptlon song called MNot For You: which
otlocks different modes of entertoinment for
the destructlon of the socred youth.
MNothingmon,MI believe, is truly the gem
of the olbum. Vedder's voice truly sours os he
reoches 0 vocol high in the second verse. II is
very reminiscent of "BlackM ond MYellow
ledbetter" ond is truly ongelic.
Vitology dores to venture 10 into
unknown territol'( with songs like Mheyfoxymophondlemomo, that's me: MAyeDovonilo:
ond the irresistlble polko flovored MBugs:
The deepest ond mosl personol moment
on the olbum comes when Vedder delivers his
stirring "Immortality: Ihe song delves into
the touchy subject of suicide due to the lock of
being oble to hondle success.
The olbum os 0 whole is eosily os good os
their debut, if not their best olbum yet. Vedder,
Ament, Gossard, MtCreody and the now
removed Abbruzzense hove really come together os 0 group ond hove released on olbum truly
representotlve of their mony tolents.
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artbriefs
LAURA DRGADO
Staff Writer
ISU graduate's work to'"
displayed at Bol.. Art Mu.. um
Boise Art Museum's exhibition of works by
James Barsness, a farmer Boise resident and BSU
graduate, opens Dec. 8 and will be an display
through Jan. 29. Barsness' largescale mixedinedia
pointings are figurative narratives that combine historical references with contemporary themes.
Barsness will be in Boise to present a lecture on his
work on Jon. 5, at l p.m., at the museum.
Barsness received his Master's degree in Art
Education from BSU in 1985. Aher completing his
studies, he moved to Son Francisco and obtained a
Moster of Fine Arts from the. San Francisco Art
Institute. Call 345·8330 for mare information.

BSU's University Singers to
perform at Capitol
Brass, organ, handbells, flutes and two choirs
will join farces in the Capitol Rotundo at 7:30 p.m.,
Dec. 8, to present a concert of holiday music. The
concert will immediate~ follow the lighting of the
state Christmas tree. The University Singers will
begin the program with "Christmas Cantata" by
Daniel Pinkham. The group will then be joined by
Ars Nova Women's Ensemble fram Borah High
School to perform several selections together. The
concert is free. For more information, call the BSU
music deportment at 385·3980.

BSUhosts seml·annual
f.stlval of c.ramlcs
Original arlWarK bV 8SU laculty. students and
alumni artists will be lal sale at the semiannual
Festival of Ceramics show and sole from 10 a.m. fa 5
p.m., Dec. 10-12 in Gallery' of rhe liberal Arts
Building.Proceeds from the exhibit are ta benof~ the
univers~'s guest'artist workshop series, whidi brings

I.E.M. PAUL SIMON ILd,lANG

_______

---:...----.:.---------------
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artists of intemational acclaim to Baise. For more infor·
mation, call the BSUart deportment at 385-1230.

MIMDOWS MOWL

Give your brain some comedy
relief during finals week
Take a brain break with Adam Ferraro, an
explosive young comedian with a quick aff·thtKllff
style. Ferraro will perform as port of Boise State
University's finals relief on Dec. 13 at 8:30 p.m., in
the Student Union.
A regular member of the East Side Players, a
popular Long Island improv group, Ferraro was
plucked from obscurity aher winning the New York
semi-finols of the National Lampoon/Edge Shoving
Gel slond-up search for new comedians.
Since his first television appearance on
"Coraline's Comedy Hour," Ferraro has mode
appearances on "MTV's Half Hour Comedy Hour,",
"An Evening at the Improv" and a Showtime special. Currently a regular on MTV's new comedy
series, "Camikaze," Ferraro will have his own sitcom on ABCnext fall.
General admission is $3 or three cons of nonperishable food. Admission lar BSU faculty, stoff
and students is $1 or one can of nonperishable
food. The food will be donated to the Idaho Food
Bonk Warehouse. For more information contact
Ma"hew Braamhead of BSU Student Activities at

.•
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David Copperfield to appear
and disappear In boise
David Copperfield's never'ilnding global tour will
stop in Boise for 2 performances on~ at the Morrison
Center on Wed., Dec. 14 at 5:30 p.m. and 8:30
p.m. The show offers astonishing illusions, breathtaking sets and Copperfield's masterful mixture of
romance, music and humor. Tickets are available at
the Morrison Center bax office and 01 all Select-o-Seal
locations. Prices are $29.50 and $25.50.
Audiences and critics warldwide have called
Capperfield the greatest magician of our time.
Forbes Magazine recently dedicated a cover to
Copperfield and described him as "Americo's hortest
rising star," placing him in the top ten of the highest grossing entertainers in the world: $47 million.
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For the past several years,
MlV's 'Unplugged'
broadcasts have made
music history featuring
intimate, amplifier-free sets
from some of the world's
finest performers. This
compilation brings you
some of the finest
performances to emerge
from the 'Unplugged" era,
many of them available
here for the first time,

WAINDBIOS.

COPPERFIELD
BEYOND IMAGINATION
MORRISON CENTER
DECEMBER 14
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Bron.cos continue playoff ·rid.e
'looked at
If football games v
ay's game
as works of art, Sat
palachian
between BSU and
ke graffiti
State would be mo
than a masterpiece.
, an ugly
But even' if it
I turnovers
game-witness the sc
..ee by the
by the Broncos an,
Mountaineers-it was, eny enough
for BSU (12-1),which .ide its way
into the Division I-A . semifinals'
with a 17-14win
"We're a lucky Ic .ball team. I
guess it really is destiny," BSU quarterback Tony Hilde . tid after his
team eked out the win.
.r~~;:~J;~~~I~~~~~~l~~i;[.t~~!e;~r1;
"c"':."reason die Broncos 'have gone this
" ':'far in the playoffs. In the first
round of the playoffs, the defense
didn't allow North Texas to score in
the second half, while the offense
rattled off 14 unanswered points,
giving BSUa 24-20win.
Last week the Bronco defense
held the Mountaineers to just 226
yards of offense, limiting ASU's
potent ground attack to just 153
yards-and more importantly, kept
it out of the end zone.
"As a defense I think the reason
we do so well is we kind of like

having our backs against the wall,"
linebacker Stefan Reid, who had 12
tackles, five assists and a sack, said
The defense had its work cut
out for it. On a rainy, soggy day
that may have helped cause the
high number of turnovers (four
interceptions and three fumbles),
the squad was on the field for a
good part of the day, often starting
in its own territory.
But they were up to the challenge once again, stuffing the
Mountaineers for most of the game.
"Our mindset is we're going to
go in and win the game ourselves,
no mailer who (the opponent) is,"
defensive end Joe O'Brien said "We
don't really care what the offense
does. We hope they score SOpoints,
but we go into the game thinking

JoV'"lity~,!O,Wln.~$,8#t,7....STYiH;iA~~

The offense' obViously dldn't'i{")
score that many points, but it did
do the job when it had to, as Hilde
and receiver Ryan Ikebe connected
BSU kicker
fieldgool ,in Ihe first half of Saturday's game, while lighl end Bernie
twice for long touchdown passes to Zimmerman blocks against Appalachian Stale's Joe Dibernardo.
bail out the offense.
week, when it takes on perennial
walked away with a win.
The first big play came at 13:16 until late in the third quarter, when
Division
I-AA powerhouse Marshall
. After the game, Hilde had nothof the second quarter, when Ikebe Hilde and Ikebe hooked up once
in
Bronco
Stadium
ing
but
praise
for
his
defensive
snagged a bomb from Hilde for a more, this time on a 64-yard toss
"It's tough for us to celebrate
counterparts.
that
gave
the
Broncos
a
17-10lead
61-yard TO pass that gave BSUa 7.()
anymore," head coach Pokey Allen
"So far we've only been playing
lead A Greg Erickson field goal at ASU cut the lead to three at 8.57 in
said. "After Northern Arizona,
well
on
one-side
of
the
ball
and
the
fourth
quarter
when
quarter10:50put the Broncos up 1M, until
Weber State, Montana and Idaho I
back Scott Satterfield dove in for a that's on defense," he said
the Mountaineers drove 41 yards
celebrated hard Now I'm just glad
Boise
State
is
hoping
the
offense
one-yard rush.
for a touchdown.
to be coaching next week"
can
shake
its
two-week
slump
next
But
the
defense
held
and
BSU
Neither team could score again

Gr" ErkksonJKloiSa
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BSUgetting healthier _
SCOTT SAMPtES
Sporn Editor
In a sense,. it really shouldn't be a surprise the BSU offense looked a little shaky.
After all, some of the key players in the
Broncos' offensive scheme have been relegated to watching from the sidelines during
practice.
A spate of late-season injuries has left the
Broncos hobbled on the offensive side of
the ball, especially at some of the key positions.
There was quarterback Tony Hilde with
a sore shoulder and leg, receiver Ryan Ikebe
and his hurt foot, while receivers jarett
Hausske and running back K.G. Adams were
hobbling as well Added to that was all-Big
Sky Conference center Paul Coffman's

shoulder injury that kept him out of
Saturday's game.
While all but Coffman have been able to
step onto the field for the games, all those
injuries are causing a diminished lack of
practice time.
Some of the players aren't able to practice until Thursday, giving them really only
one full day to get ready for the game on
Saturday. The results can sometimes be seen
on the field on game day.
Against Appalachian State, the Broncos
turned the ball over seven times, including
four interceptions and three fumbles. Some
of those miscues could have come about
because of the rainy conditions, but the
Broncos refused to blame the elements.
"I don't think it was the weather," BSU
head coach Pokey Allen. said "I just think
we haven't practiced"
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do to win"
Despite giving up seven
Sports Editor
tu·rnovers and allowing ASU
good field position several
Appalachian
State head
times, BSU was able to hold on
coach Jerry Moore came into
for a 17-14 win
Part of the reason the
Bronco Stadium thinking his
team could run against a BSU Mountaineers couldn't get their
defense that usually is forced to running
game going was
because the passing game was
stop the aerial attack in the
almost non-existent, which let
pass-happy Big Sky Conference.
He left knowing his learn
the Broncos key In on the
couldn't gel far against the. ground attack even more.
Bronco defense on the ground.
Satterfield competed just 7
Boise Slate shut down ASU's of V passes for 73 yards, throwoption offense,holding
the
ing an interception
and no
Mountaineers to just 153 yards
touchdowns.
rushing, over 50 less than what
"Yeah, I'm disappointed in
ASU averaged in the regular
the offense," Satterfield said.
"Like Coach Moore said, the BSU'sStefan Reid and Joe O'Brien, Iwo of the Broncos' defensive
season
Tailback Chip Hooks mandefense was playing good and heroes on Saturday, do a lillIe vldory dance after knocking off
aged just 76 yards, while quar- giving us the opportunities."
AppalachainStale, 17-14.
terback Scott Satterfield racked
At times it appeared both
"The weather was no factor
up 70 yards.
teams had troubles moving the and sliding.
at
all.
None whatsoever," he
Still,
Moore
said
that
had
"I thought (BSU) played
ball in part because of a wet
well," Moore said "I think they
field caused by an afternoon of nothing to do with his team's. said. "The only 'factor for us
was Boise State."
performance.
did the things they needed to rain that left players slipping
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And although the Beatles
performed it best, the Broncos
are certainly on their own magical mystery tour right now. No
matter who is injured, or however much crap BSUthrows at
their opponents, they always
seem to win
One must realize, however,
there Is a lot more to this streak
than a bunch of X's and O's. The

Broncos are more excited than
any other team in football .to be
where they are. What could possibly equal the transition from a
;}8 season to playing for the
chance to go to the national
championships?
But there seems to be just
one more element to Boise .
State's victory ride that nobody'
can control It's something that's
always pulUng for the Broncos
no mailer what the conditions
are and Is a constant reminder of
what the team is and who it represents.
Not only Is it an unfair home
advantage, but there's nothing
else like it in the entire world of

THEARBf(ER
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Boise State's current winning
streak doesn't really fit under the
notion of logical football
When was the last time any
team has won a playoff game
after turning the ball over seven
times? The outcomes of many of
the Broncos' victories this year
have been highly improbable at
best
Who would have honestly
thought at the pregame shows
that BSUwould utterly destroy
Montana?
Who would've thought at the
~ beginning of the playoffs that
the Broncos would be hosting
Marshall in the semifinals,
despite the fact that the Weber
State game drew only 7,000 less
fans than the North Texas and
Appalachian State games did
combined?
....
.

-----==

sports. The glue that has not
only held the team together at
their weakest moments this year,
but struck fear into the hearts of
visiting opponents is that magnificent one and only blue turf.
The turf has gathered national attention since it's installation
in 1986 because it's the only one
of it's kind It has instilled a great
deal of pride in the team when
they play at home. As proof, the.
team has won almost 80 percent
of it's games they've played at
home since the blueberry rug
went in
This year alone they are
.
unbeaten at home. Maybe, just
maybe, however, it could be the

season attendance record that
has helped the Broncos continue
their fairy tale season
But considering the substantial drop in attendance during
the playoffs and the two coinciding victories, I find that solution tough to digest
I can certainly understand
the lack of fan support, though.
The weatherls just far too cold
to even step out of the house
.nowadays. Besides, my ugly old
brown carpet needed a good
shampooing It was far more
important than supporting any
kind of championship run the
Broncos might be making. Oh
well, there's always next week

maRes
,'rollg
shoVling
Two Sky teams
left in semis,
could meet in
championship
SCOTTSAMPUS
Sports Editor
The Division I-AA playoff semifl. nals have a fairly familiar look to
them for Big Sky Conference fans.
Two of the four teams-Boise State
and Montana-are
from the Big Sky,
which had as many as four teams in
the Division I-AA top 25 throughout a
good portion of the year.
The conference should be earning
some respect around the country.
Three Big Sky teams made it to the
playoffs (Idaho was the other team),
and both Idaho and Montana are
perennial playoff threats.
The possibility of seeing an all Big
Sky championship game isn't lost on
people who follow the conference.
If
Montana
wins
against
Youngstown
State and BSU beats
Marshall on Saturday, the two teams
would meet for the second time this
season.
Boise State won its first meeting
38-14, when the Grizzlies were ranked
No. 1 in the country.
"Sure, I'd love to (see a BSUMontana showdown)," BSU defensive
end Joe O'Brien said. "I think that says
something about this league. I think
they're a great football team and I
think we're a great football team."
For that showdown to happen, the
two Big Sky schools are going to have
to knock off two teams that are
almost annually in the championships.
Youngstown State is 12-0-1 and the
defending national champion.
Marshall is 12-1 (its only loss came
to Appalachian State) and lost in the
championship
to Youngstown
last
year ..
Montana (11-2) will have to play at
Youngstown (in Ohio) to get its shot
at the title.
Boise State (12-1) has the homefield advantage on Saturday, as it will
take on the Thundering
Herd at
Bronco Stadium.
No matter whowins,the
championship wiII be hosted by Marshall, in
Huntington, W. ya.
Ga~e time is 1:30 p:m. on Saturday,
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It was a weekend of ups and downs
or the Boise State men's basketball team.
Boise State demolished SL Mary's 80-56
on Friday, only to lose badly to the
Colorado State Rams 89-75 on Saturday.
The two games moved BSU's record to 2·1
"I would have loved to have been 3-0
after tonight, but realistically, I'll take 2·1
at this point We have played three really
good teams,"BSU head coach Bobby Dye
said in a postgame radio interview.

On Friday night, In the first round of
the Bank One/Dodge
Ram Classic, the
Broncos\V~~ easily than~to stellardefensive play; And we're talking stellar here.
With seven and a half minutes left in
the first half, the Broncos trailed 23-22, but
Boise State didn't allow a single point until
the second half, good enough to go up 3823 at halftime.
Guard Damon Archibald led all Bronco
scorers with 14 points, while center John
Coker led the team with 10 rebounds.
The win sent BSU into the championship game of the tourney on Saturday
night against a Colorado State squad which

.

-
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"1 would have loved 10 have been 3-0
afterlonight, but realistically, I'll take 2lat thispoinl."
-BSU head coach Bobby Dye
defeated American 75-67.
Colorado 'State came out blazing hot,
completely dominating the Broncos. The
Rams shot an amazing 70 percent from the
field in the second half to finish the game
at 63 percent.
Boise State was led by Coker, who had
'team highs oft7 points and six rebounds"

Archibald tossed in 15, while forward J.D.
Huleen added 14.
Next up for the team is Nevada. The'
game will be played tonight, Dec. 7, at
Reno.
The Broncos return home Saturday to
take on Pepperdine. Game time is 7i>5 p.rn,
in the Pavilion.

Left: BSU point guard Deidre Pierson,
with boll, looks for on opening between
three UCLAdefenders Saturday night, as
forward Lora Loveall calls for the boll.
Pierson is now the starting point guard
after Tricio Bader hurt her knee lost
week.
Below: BSUguard Michelle Schultz dri·
ves between UCLA'sKisa Hughes Cleft)
and Allison Arredondo (right). Schultz, a
junior, was the leading scorer against the
Bruins with 2S points.

-

Photos by Gordon Schafer
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RUSS woOtsEr
Staff Writer .
There Is no better way to enjoy
Idaho's back country than with a
pair of Nordic skis, a crock pot full
of stew, fresh bread and a good
brew.
Of-course, this is if you're not a
snowmobile enthusiast who
prefers the noise, smell and
lifestyle of a two-stroke engine.
This year the Idaho Park N' Ski
Program has extended its operations in the Idaho City area with
improved grooming, facilities and
the addition of several extra miles
of trail. .
If you are one who agrees

with the peace of mind, physical
challenge and scenic splendor of
cross country skiing then this is
your year.
Three cross-country skiing destinations are located within a two
hour drive from Boise just north
of Mores Creek summit on Hwy,
21.The skiing facilities are managed by the Idaho State .
Department of Parks and
Recreation, Park N' Ski Program.
The area is located in the historic Banner Mining District. Three
million dollars worth of silver
were mined by over 200 prospec- .
tors from the first discovery of silver in 1864 until 1921.Several of
the ski trails are along the roads

and trails that once served the
mines.
Any vehicle used to access a
designated Park N' Ski facility
must have a decal which can be
purchased at most Nordic retail
stores in Boise or at the Idaho City
Grocery. The decals cost $15annu-

ally or $7.50for a three day permit.
A $45 fine can be issued if a
decal/permit is not displayed
The permit can be used at
three Park N' Ski sites near Idaho
City in addition to 18 other destination located through-out Idaho.
Maps and information accompany
the Park N' Ski permits.
l!
Just over 35 miles of marked
~ trails are offered at Whoop-Urn-Up
8 Creek, Gold Fork and Banner
§ Ridge ski areas. Over 26 miles of
~!hese trails are groomed by a new
Piston Bully Snowcat with a
• hydraulic track setter for both
skating and traditional techniques.
Each area has new, permanent
outhouses which have replaced
the portable toilets of years past.

i
i

Whoop-Um-Up Creek
• More dtfficult
• Ungroomed

4

the trails are not
Whoop-Urn-Up has two loops
on the west side of the highway
and three on the east side. None of
these trails are groomed and are
not skater friendly. The fresh,
untilled snow makes for perfect
terrain for a large shoveled t~ditional ski-designed to do some
trail blazing,
Dogs are allowed on all trails.
Nobody likes to ski over a slab
of frozen-Fido-tailings. Be sure to
remove it before it becomes a
hazard.
Whoop-Um-Up has a total of
five different loops-two on the
west side of the road and three on
the east.

Gold Fork
• Intermediate/advanced
• Groomed
• Skater friendly

• Dog Friendly
.Whoop-Um-Up Creek is the
first in the series of three ski areas
in the Idaho City Area trail system.
The parking lot is just a few short
miles from Mores Cree~ Summit.
The turn-off is well marked on the
east side of the road The parking
lot is shared with snowmobilesthe making for a rather interesting
social hour before and after skiing.
The parking lot is common but

Gold Fork has the most skiing
mileage of the three Idaho City
skiing facilities, This mileage is
held by a total of skiing loops.
Gold Fork yields views of
Pilots Peak and Sunset Mountain
from the Summit Trail and Skyline
Loops.
When the snow is icy the trails
all call for some advanced tech.ntque and fast skiing. Most of
these trails are groomed but the
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have about a total of one mile '
""'hichis ungroomed ...those with
'skating skis should be able ,to chi~
sical1ystride through this section.

Banner Ridge
- View of sawtoaths
_ Te/emarkfng

Access

-Groomed

Telemaiking boards can be key to
a. quick adrenaline surge. Europa
99's are a good call for this ski. '
Most of the trail system is
groomed, with the exception of
the Alpine Loop. All of these trails
converge into steep sections
requiring the snowplow. If you
don't have the plow clown then
you will be, dragging your buttit's steep.

Night, skiing in
full swing

N

--<>-,

Bogus Basin has begun full nighl skiing
operations with service from four chair lifts.
Uft tickets for nighl skiing are S16 and
S125 for a season/nighl pass. Nighl operations begin 01 4 p.m. and lifts close at 10
p.m., seven days a week.
Bogus offers the most nighf skiing in the
west.

Banner Ridge has the most
scenic skiing of all of the Idaho
City cross-country network. The
Elkhorn and Banner Loops both,
crest the ridge which invites the
skier to gaze upon the South Fork
of the Payette River Canyon all
the way towards the west front of
the Sawtooth range.
The ridge drops off into
boundless white fresh shots.

The snowIt's still a fallin'

Tuned ride is well worth the price
DAN SKINNER
Staff Writer

JI,'Y;"
,.
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For anyone who has skied or snowboarded over the years, a tuned ride is certainly a bonus. Some folks never concern
themselves with sharp edges or a fresh
wax, but those who do slide faster and
carve sharper.
A standard tune at the local shops can run
you about $20. It is a good idea to do it once a

~"",,"r:;a~~~:i~~:t~
~~~~The
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base free of rock damage and rough edg~

Tuning your own boards can be easily
done to keep you carving through the season. The mandatory items are a quality file,
sharpening stone, p-tex, wax, an old iron, a
plastic scraper and a scotch-brlte pad
Starting with the scrapes and scratches in
your base 'is step one. Light the p-tex with a
lighter (not a match) and hold the stick
with the flame side up. Scrape the black carbon off the burning end with the scraper
until the drops are clear. Now, hold the stick
over the gouge in question and let the flam-

Feared by Customers!
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ing drops fill the scrape. You may have to
go over areas twice to fill them completely.
To remove the excess, pull (not push) a
plastic scraper over the drops until you
have a flat area. A light sand with super
fine sand paper will leave the best finish.
The next step is to remove any burrs in
the edges with the sharpening stone. The
general idea is to remove any metal that is
not flat and sharp. Holding the stone flat to
either the side of the base of the edge, simply rub the damaged areas down to where
there are no protruding chunks.
" ' ,Aflertheholes have been filled and the
edges smoothed, it is-lime for the me. One
should pull file from tip-to-tail with the
grooves of the tool running perpendicular
to the edges. If the board is base high, you
will get mostly base on your file. If it is
edge high, you will be pulling mostly metal.
Keeping the file free of the scrapings will
speed the process. Either way, continue the
process until you can feel both the edges
and the base on your file bringing your
board to a flat level.
At this point, you need to bring in the
sides of your edges in for a sharper ride.

Run the file lengthwise along the side of
the ski riding perpendicular to the edge. Do
this in long slow strokes trying to keep the
file flat on the edge of the board A sharp
edge will shave layers off a finger nail
pulled over it You will want to dull the tips
and tails a few inches to keep them from
catching an edge.
Wax is the final step. Heat an old iron to a
middle temperature. You may use general ski
wax or specialize for temperature. Run lines
of drops up one side and down the other.
Simply iron the wax into the ski or board
with a constant motion..You,shouid not heat
the base too much in ~y given
Once a smooth layer covers the whole
base, let the ski or board cool back down to
room temperature. Take a plastic scraper ,
and again pull not push, the excess wax off
the board and the edges. You need only
leave a fine layer before running the
scotch-brite from tip to tail. This leaves a
grooved finished layer to your wax, creating a faster running surface.
Your board is now ready for the slopes. ,
You will certainly slide a little faster and
turn a bit sharper.

sP>t.

The snowfolltolols for the Boise area
have already exceeded losl years lotals by
several inches.
One con see thol the snow is by for beller
thon any time lost yeor. Snow totals around
the stale go as follows:
- Couer d'Alene with 12 inches on the
ground.
- Moscow has one inch on the ground after
losing severoL
- McColl-over two feet in town.
- Sl!n Volley has over one foot.
-Idaho Falls hos just over six inches.
-Idaho Gly has raugh~ one foot.
- Top of Worbonnel Peok-lots and lots.

Avalanche training
classes this weekend
Avalanche awareness Irolnlng tlosses for

skieIs, boarders and other winler enthusiasts
wiI be held next weekend.
The classroom session will be held at the
Notional Forest Service headquarters this
Saturday, at 9:30 a.m. Headquarters are
located at 1750 Front street, Boise.
On Sunday a field session will be held at
Bogus Basin Ski Area at 9 a.m. All will be
required 10 have skins, shovels and Ironsceivers. Bring a lunch. Sponsors for the sessions ore the Notional Forest Service, Bogus
Basin and Ihe Notional Avalanche training
Cenler based in Colorado.
For further information contacl the Forest
Service at 364-4600.

eart Of being

IrlJperly
E__ucateil ..
dfBogus Basin
SKi Resort
Fo............. adononBSUCI.asses Fo.. credlt- 332-5357
SId...port #-3'2-2100~'lenerallnfo: 332-5100
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Slarli~g Decenllaer!
Special!
50C Do.estic Beers
&75C Margaritas
Mondays thru
Thursdays

b
The Booze Brothers Banll
PlayW,dnesda,s,
Fridays·
andSaturlays

150 N. 8th Street (next to Piper Pub)

August 31st
summer fades not
waiting for thechill
Ibegin we
divea pure arcride shock waves shining
some glory float
in golden
glow
October 31st
the last time
to date, the time of
the cut. the last drops, I meanthe fuck continues
in mind if
not body
red leaves, cold min
continue to fall
November 13th
a Friday or
should be
sun sets dull orange,
youobscured by
heavy snow passion angersharp words,
but I exist
here come
freeze or burn

your

real horoscope

Run WYNER-IO

L"r .....--

TRY
SMOOTH,
BOLD
MICKEY'S

ICE ALE.
11" .

the rosedeep red once petal soft
bud coaxed open by promise
of Indian summer sunsits on its bmnch
encased
in brittle ice beauty
froze
in bloom

Distributed by Onion Features Syndicate
19) I score srilOl1children to neor dooth. Hoorty soilonnen with sond
ond chomcter quoke ond qUiverlike willows ot the very thought of me. I om the foce of hell!
Taurus: (4pr. 2o-May 20) Beneoth my horsh exterior lies wormth, ond 0 hidden humonity. Fools! You ore blind to my cries, ond will poy dearly.
Gemini: (May 21-Jun. 21) I'm a frook! A hideous, mo~onned freak! No one con stond
to see me, much less show tenderness.
. Canc.r: (Jun. 22-July 22) Cancerous moles dot my face ond neck, boils run up and
down my bock. I am the king of scabs and the prince of pus! Foor me!
L.o: (July 23-Aug. 22) Ifthere is a God, why would he burden me with this horrible
countenance! There is no God, and I am inconsolable. Let my rage fill the globe with foor.
Virgo: (Aug. 23-S.pt. 22) If 0 man seeks answers, let him gaze upon my shrivelOdand
twisted features, ond see the ugliness of man's soul.
Ubra: (Sept. 23-Od.
23) I sholluse my great strength to hUrlthose whowoufd hurl me. But
I am weak, and om hUrlwith a look. The stores of childrenmin upon me like hoi~ of nettles.
Scorpio: (Oct. 24-Nov.21) Do not pity me, you feeble personl You could not muster
enough pi~ to oose one ioto of my poin.
SaglUar}us: (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Do you foorme? Does not my visoge strike a terror
unmokhed? .
.
-.
..
Caprk~fII: (D.e. 22-Ju.
19) You are Ignorant of suffering. I om suffering, ond you
know me not.
.
AqHrIls: UIIllo
2H ••• 18) If on~ my eyes and oors were os poorly blIl1tos my face,
then I'd see not the DISgustI bring to others, nor heortheir shrieks. .
PIsces: (F.1t. 19-Mar.
20) I do no fovOrs,and IWl11not cost myself into deoth for the· .
comfort of others. I sholl remain to serve os on example of whot a holy honibI8 creature .
~~~
Ari.s: (Mar. 21-Apr.

...
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Don we now' our

gay apparel_ ••
$5.50 pr hr. LiYe-in shifts,
starting at $6.50 in homes
in the community. Apply at
270 So. Cole Rd.

887-2030 or 463-0089.

LET US HELP YOU
FINDA
ROO ...
TE.
SELL YOUR CAR,
OR FIND A
SOUL MATE.
STUDENT CLASSIFIED RATE:
First twenty-five words are
FREE.
REGULAR CLASSIFIED AD:
Non-students.
$4.00 will
.buy you twenty-five words.
COMMERCIAL/BUSINESS:
Fifty cents per word.
TIRED OF NOWHERE
SUMMER JOBS?
Why not spend your sum'
mer's getting some experience in the job market while
you are in school. Earn
$300.00 per weekend. Call
389·MIKE(6453).
America
at its best with the Idaho
Army Nolionol Guard.

STUDENTS: Over 120
American manufacturers need
you to assemble Ploducts at
home. Circuit boards, lewe~
ry, holiday decorations, etc.
Eam $280 to $652 weekly,
Port time/full
time.
Experience not necessary /
will train. You ore poid weekly. Call 1-602-680-7 444 ext
100le.

BACK TO SCHOOL CASH
Couples & Students Welcome
-FIT & PIT shifts ovailable
with growing company
-Early A.M./Weekend Shifts
-FIT Route Supervisor
-Full Time Floor Person
Evening Interviews, Call 336·
5260 or 345-2951.

TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK.
Make up to $2,000-$4,000
+/010. teaching basic conversational English in Japan,
Taiwan, or So. Korea. No
teaching background or Asian
languages required.
For
information call: (206)
632-1146 ext. J5903.

CRUISE SHIPS I:IIRING:
Earn up to $2,000/010. on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies. World travel.
Seasonal & Ful~time employment available. No experi·
ence necessary. For information call 1-206·634-0468
ext. C59031.

CHRISTMAS CASH? Used
Air Jordon's 85 /0·91 edi·
tions and late 70's to early
80's NIKE funning shoes, up
fa $200.00.
1-800·8733538 ext 3.

SPORTS
MINDED:
International Com pony seeking loaders .10 help conlrol
growth locally, also looking
to stoff offices notionoly.
Must be energetic, career
focused, trainable. Call 3768464.

HELP NEEDED: A progressive company, serving adults
wilh developmental disabilities, is seeking motivated
enthusiastic 'people to work
in our program.

HELP WANTED:
MALE
ANO FEMALE EXOTIC
OANCERS. CONTAG OAN OR
STAN AT flASH OANCE.

WE OFFER COMPLETE
troining. Competitive wages
with benefit package. Offer
days, and swing shifts at

JOIN THE ADA COUNTY
SOCIAL CLUB. For Instonl

result, special student rates,
call for FREE brochure. 344·
4669.
SEXUALLY ACTIVE? At
last, controceptive by moil!
No embarrassing lines. No
hassle. All nome bronds with
competive prices. 100% discreet. For free catalog, send
self·oddressed
stomped
envelope
to: Concept
Morketing P.O. Box 52375
, Idaho Falls, 10 834052375.

lAURA DELGADO

their .ervlce.?

Stoff Writer

A: "Actuol~, we do accept credit cords at
Maggie's. There is a Umited demand for credit
cords on campus," soid Foster who soid that
~ the volume of customers using credit cords
warranted the extra cost, they'd provide the
service at ll10Iecampus locatlons. Marriott
has to pay a monthly service fee and individual transaction fee for the credit card machine
at register number three in Maggie's.

Q: Why are the pretlel.

In
the SUBpriced at $1.39 and
the one. I. the Education
Building priced at only 89
cent.?
A: Tany Foster is the Retol Oirectc. fll
Marriottat B5Uand VIOS very heIjiuI i1 answerIng !his and the followingfood reIoted questions.
(HlISthe hoMoy seosoo focused 0lK thooghts on
food and money?) Fostersaid thot the difference in pretzel prices is due to product and labor
cost. The ones in the SUB ore by Pretzel TIme
and ore hand rolledand heshly baked.
".&Jso, we hove to prJ'{ a fee to Pretzel TIme
fIXthe priv11egeof using their name: said Foster.
The prelzels in the Educatlon Buildingore
a different brond and come pre-blanched,
fesul~ng in less labor. I asked fasler why we
just didn't have the cheap pretzels in both locO'
tions. He said Marrioffdid a lesllasl January
belween the two products and five times as
many Prelzellime pretzels were sold than rile
olher brand. (Bummer, I prefer rile B9 cent

RYAN DONAHUE

Q: Why doe. Marriott foods

and services cost so much?
An example of this extreme
cost Is a 9 ounce bottle of
water. In the grocery store
it's about 29 cents, at a con·
venlenee store it's between
59-69 cents and at
Marriott's The Brava it's
$1.50. Does this mean that
Marriott's choke hold on col·
lege campuses across
America has caused them to
become somewhat of an
inconvenience store?

ones)

I also asked fosler if there was a chance
rilat the Education Buildingwould be invaded
by Pretzel lime as well. He said probably nol,
because thete isn'l edequate space in thaI
building for the pretzels 10 be rolled out or for
ovens. (Thonk goodness.) Also the customers
in thaI bUildinghave indicated thaI they prefer
to keep the less expensive brond.
Q: Why doesn't

Marriott
accept credit cards for

9'JIV
l
wiVE?
il;
N··E·GII\'
.~lJ •

A: (Veri wilty. Now hy applying Ihal wil
on your term papers.) Fosler said that
Mairioffbuys their products thlough contlOcts
rilat specify cCltain plices. Also, Mania" has
10 rebate BSU. Fostel will be happy to provide
more information 10 inlerested students. '/ do
have the last competitor analysis available. I
(an run copies,' said Foster who said that the
analysis indicates that Maniott is 1.26 per- .
(ent below the competition. He can be
reached at 385-1437.
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Art Diredor
Uving with two goy roomlJ1(Jteshas IJ1(Jdeme
rotten to the core. I can no longer think for myseW.
But, it IS nke to have someone foshiort-sensi- -.
b1e to help me ~ck out my dathes now that my
mam is out of the picture. Whenever I hove a big
dote (which happens about as often as Presidenffal
ossossinaffons do), they're right there to soy "Oh
my GOD! You're not wearing THAT,are you?"
This, in my opinion, is very constructive criffcism.
Sadly, I am custodially incompaffble with my
roommates. Goy men, I've discovered, have a
geneffc flow that causes a compulsion for deanl~
ness. Thus, our house is perpetually free of all p0ssible wordly contaminants, just ia case we should ever
need to use the place as a temporary operating
room. 10 a way, this is good, because I'm never
afraid to bring a dole home because the house is
messy. However, whenever I have female guests
over, they usually end up talking to my roommates
about ather guys, end I iust have 10 sit lhere, bored.
With my housing siluatlan as it is, iI's hard to
nat be exposed to the "goy lifestyle" we've all
heard so much about recently. It's sickening, bUImy
roommates leave goy paraphernalia everywhere. AI
first, it bothered me 10 see such things os goy shoes
01 gay loothbrushes jusl sitting right aul there in rile
open, but after a while, I became numb to it. Acall'
pie of times. I've had 10 walch gay cooking: I didn'l
know what was going on light eway, but I caught
on quickly. Now, I hy to avoid it if I can.
Since I have a cor and one of my roommates
doesn't, Ihave to submit fa the goy agenda every
aace in a while. Mainly, this involves taking him to
work, but sometimes we'll have to go to
Albertson's and then to Blockbuster videaor pass~
bly McDonald's.
How disgusffng.
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CAR STEREO CAR ALARMS KEYLESSENTRY

$20 OFF

JACK'S HOLIDAY DISCOUNT
BRING THIS COUPON IN AND GET $20 OFF
1'UE PRICE OF INSTALUNG A STEREO AND
SPEAKERS PURCUASED AT JACKS •

BOISE'S BEST.SERVICE
CURTIS Be OVERLAND

GUARANTEED

~76-1305

i~\ij~-r

Planned Parenth~od
offe~ingHIV /AIDS
testing aq~~.gunseling

CALL

3!ls!L076 0

Thursday night special at ...

for infirmation
(TollFree 1-800-230-7526)

Completelyc:::()~4l:I1,!ial Services

GRILL.BAR
AI/ you clln Ht BBQ Ribs $1.95 Includes Iries lind CoI.slllw
1326 Broadway

6777 Overland
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